In the management literature, heuristics are often conceived of as a source of systematic error, whereas logic and statistics are regarded as the sine qua non of good decision making. Yet, this view can be incorrect for decisions made under uncertainty, as opposed to risk. Research on fast and frugal heuristics shows that simple heuristics can be successful in complex, uncertain environments and also when and why this is the case. This article describes the conceptual framework of heuristics as adaptive decision strategies and connects it with the managerial literature. We review five classes of heuristics, analyze their common building blocks, and show how these are applied in managerial decision making. We conclude by highlighting some prominent opportunities for future research in the field. In the uncertain world of management, simple heuristics can lead to better and faster decisions than complex statistical procedures.
Uncertainty is a defining characteristic of managerial decision making. The term refers to situations in which a decision maker does not know all possible options with their consequences and probabilities. Yet the rational choice models that dominate management science, operations research, and managerial economics assume this knowledge is a given (March & Olsen, 1986) . These models deal with situations of "risk", that is, where the probabilities of outcomes are known and the optimal option can be calculated (Knight, 1921) . As a consequence of this mismatch between theory and managerial reality, managers frequently should not, and do not, adhere to the procedures of rational choice (Gigerenzer, 2014; Simon, 1955) . Recent research has shown that managers and firms use heuristics instead, that is, simple decision processes that only use part of the available information (e.g., Bingham & Eisenhardt, 2011) . As we will show, heuristics are not the consequence of mental shortcomings, nor do they always lead to second-best decisions, as was previously assumed (e.g., Kahneman, 2011) . Rather, heuristics allow for adaptive responses to the characteristics of an uncertain managerial environment (Baum & Wally, 2003; Khatri & Ng, 2000) .
Traditionally, research on managerial decision making has focused separately on individual decision making-exploring, for instance, topics such as behavioral decision theory (e.g., Kahneman, 1991) , naturalistic decision making (Klein, 1998) , and intuition (e.g., Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2012 )-and organizational decision making-where topics such as behavioral theory of the firm (Cyert & March, 1992) , information processing (Conolly, 1977) , and sense making (Weick, 1995) , among others, have been studied. An important observation made in the study of managerial heuristics is that these can bridge the individualorganizational divide. This is so because the successful application of a heuristic is governed by its ecological rationality, that is, the match of a heuristic with a given environment (Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC Research Group, 1999) . If central environmental features that determine the ecological rationality are shared, insights from the individual domain can also hold at an organizational level and vice versa.
In this paper, we address two questions: First, how and why can an uncertain environment provide opportunities for heuristics to perform well? The answer to this question draws on the study of ecological rationality, that is, the fit between a decision strategy and structural features of the respective environment. Second, what do we know about the adaptive toolbox-that is, the repertoire of heuristics-of a manager or a firm? To answer this question, we provide an overview about the heuristics already documented and successfully used in the managerial domain. We analyze their common building blocks, which allows us to categorize the multitude of heuristics according to a few basic principles. The discussion summarizes the insights for the use of heuristics as management tools and outlines a number of central questions and research opportunities.
Heuristics: Tools for Uncertainty
The origin of the term heuristic is the Greek word for "serving to find out or discover." Heuristics are, above all, strategies to solve problems that logic and probability theory cannot handle (Groner, Groner, & Bischof, 1983; Polya, 1954) . The understanding of the term strategy in this paper follows Payne, Bettman and Johnson's, (1992) conception of a strategy as "a method (a sequence of operations) for searching through the decision problem space" (p. 23). In this respect, a heuristic is a specific instantiation of a strategy that ignores part of the information available in the problem space. It is fast and frugal as it relies on "a minimum of time, knowledge, and computation to make adaptive choices" (Gigerenzer et al., 1999, p. 14) .
As early as 1921, Knight suggested that it is particularly uncertainty that characterizes the business environment and allows for profit opportunities to emerge. In a similar vein, Simon and Newell (1958) pointed out that "there are no known formal techniques for finding answers to most of the important top-level management problems" (p. 4) because these are "ill structured". The term ill structured is similar to Knight's concept of uncertainty and refers to environments where information is incomplete or not quantifiable. To discover strategies that perform effectively in such environments, Simon turned to the human mind, studying how it operates in a context with limited information, time, and computational capacity. Simon was convinced that the mind has adapted by developing strategies that match these boundary conditions (Simon, 1956 ). The cumulative evidence shows that people can be very good at navigating the world using adaptive decision strategies (e.g., Alby & Zucchermaglio, 2006; Klein, 1998; Lipshitz, Klein, Orasanu, & Salas, 2001; Oliver & Roos, 2005) , and the merits of such strategies in the management domain have been well documented (e.g., Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2012; Hogarth, 2001) .
The view that heuristics can be successful decision strategies has not been uncontested. Around the same time as Simon (1955 Simon ( , 1956 ) published his work on bounded rationality, Meehl (1954) showed in an influential study that intuitive judgments of clinicians were largely inferior to those derived from actuarial methods such as linear regression. This preceded a more critical view of human judgment that became prominent in the 1970s with the birth of the heuristics and biases research program. In contrast to Simon's use of the term heuristics to refer to successful strategies for solving ill-structured problems, in the heuristics and biases program, the founding fathers, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) , used the term to refer to intuitively used mental shortcuts resulting in judgments that often violate laws of logic, probability, or other benchmarks of rational choice. The heuristics and biases tradition focuses on heuristics as inferior strategies for solving well-structured problems where optimal solutions can be determined by rational choice. The heuristics and biases literature has been influential in both economics and management research (see Bazerman & Moore, 2008 , for an overview on biases in managerial decision making).
Simon's original conception of the mind being adapted to uncertain environments features centrally in the research program on fast and frugal heuristics . The goal of this research program is to specify heuristics with regard to their ecological rationality, determining the environments in which particular heuristics work well, and why (Todd, 2000; Todd, Gigerenzer, & the ABC Research Group, 2012) . In contrast to the heuristics and biases tradition, the fast and frugal heuristics approach focuses on decision making in ill-structured problems that give rise to uncertainty. Within these environments, heuristics have been shown to perform remarkably well.
The adaptive nature of heuristics can originate in individual, social, and also evolutionary learning (e.g., Boyd & Richerson, 2005; Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Goldstein, 2008) . The fast and frugal research program differs on three fundamental points from the heuristics and biases tradition:
1. Computational models of heuristics. Using computational models (see subsequent discussion), researchers can make precise predictions as well as test which strategies people actually use. In contrast, the heuristics and biases program focuses on verbal labels-such as "availability" and "affect heuristic"-while not providing specific details about the underlying cognitive processes. 2. Ecological rationality. The study of ecological rationality is a normative discipline and answers the following question: In what environment is a given heuristic more successful than other strategies, that is, better adapted? The heuristics and biases approach assumes that heuristics are generally second best, with logic and statistics as the normative benchmark. Yet in a world of uncertainty, a heuristic can be normative in the sense that it leads to higher expected performance than a more complex strategy. 3. Less can be more. The heuristics and biases program does not distinguish between risk and uncertainty. Therefore, its proponents assume that a heuristic can never be more accurate than "rational choice" (weighting and adding all relevant information). A heuristic's only advantage can be that it requires less effort. As we discuss later, this accuracy-effort trade-off is not a general law. In an uncertain world, less can be more.
Finally, in the heuristics and biases program, heuristics are aligned with automated, intuitive reasoning in the socalled System 1 (Kahneman, 2011 ). Yet, according to the fast and frugal view, heuristics are not necessarily unconscious. For instance, a managerial heuristic such as "Hire well, and let them do their job," which aims at a climate of quality and trust, can be relied upon unconsciously, but also consciously (Maidique, 2011) .
Uncertainty in the Managerial Domain
Heuristics can be highly functional in uncertain environments, which Simon and Newell (1958) deemed the most important domain for management. March and Simon (1993) suggested that "effective control over organizational processes is limited, however, by the uncertainties and ambiguities of life, by the limited cognitive and affective capabilities of human actors, by the complexities of balancing trade-offs across time and space, and by the threats of competition" (p. 300).
More specifically, uncertainty can arise from constant changes in technology, markets, people, costs, schedules, and quality (De Meyer, Loch, & Pich, 2002) or the introduction of new products, services, or ventures (McMullen & Shepherd, 2006) . Uncertainty is also inherent in the entrepreneurial domain where timely decisions often have to be made without being able to rely on data from past experience (Busenitz & Barney, 1997) . Such changes or novel opportunities can be unpredictable and introduce a large degree of randomness (Levinthal, 1991; Powell, 2003; Powell, Lovallo, & Fox, 2011) . In response, organizations often operate on the basis of only limited information (Dill, 1962) . This begs the question of what responses have developed in the face of such uncertain environments.
Investigating how uncertainty shapes the decision making of firms, early work by Koberg and Ungson (1987) compared the organizational structures of a multinational oil firm and a group of primary and secondary schools as representative entities of highly uncertain and more predictable organizational environments. Contrary to the expectations of the authors, uncertain environments were not characterized by more flexible organizational structures but rather by more rigid ones, and concrete operational procedures were used widely. Similarly, Busenitz and Barney (1997) found that decisions in the highly uncertain entrepreneurial domain were more likely to be based on rules of thumb than on extensive analysis of all available data. Eisenhardt and her colleagues (Bingham & Eisenhardt, 2011; Bingham, Eisenhardt, & Furr, 2007; Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Davis, Eisenhardt, & Bingham, 2009 ) were able to test these results more carefully by identifying specific high-performing strategies. Using the computer industry as a particularly volatile environment, they showed that the most successful companies in terms of profitability were not those with the most rigid or the most flexible structure. Instead, firms that employed a structure in between these extremes performed best (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997) . The major conclusion from their work is that the degree of structuration, or robustness and performance are related in an inverse U shape.
Ecological Rationality: Why Simple Heuristics Can Perform Well
Heuristics rely on limited information and employ simple computational mechanisms. As mentioned, they have often been regarded as second-best solutions compared with optimization models based on the assumption of the accuracy-effort trade-off that lower effort yields lower accuracy. As information search is usually costly, optimization under constraint theories search until marginal costs equal marginal benefits and hence might forego some of the potentially available information (e.g., Stigler, 1961) . Note, however, that this still implies that more information is always better, apart from its costs. The accuracy-effort trade-off argument was also made in the seminal analysis of the adaptive decision maker, which suggested that a trade-off between effort and accuracy is rational for heuristics (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993) .
Surprisingly, recent research has indicated that there are a number of conditions under which there exists a less-ismore effect, where more information and computation beyond a certain point can in fact decrease performance, even if there are no costs associated with information search (Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2009; Gigerenzer et al., 1999) . Typically, the relation between effort and accuracy is U-shaped: Too little or too much effort is detrimental. For example, it might not be best for a firm to respond to new information about changes in a market immediately; instead, a certain degree of rigidity can provide a competitive edge, as the following analysis shows.
Bias-variance dilemma
A general statistical explanation for less-is-more effects in particular and ecological rationality in general is the biasvariance dilemma (Geman, Bienenstock, & Doursat, 1992) . In the heuristics and biases research program (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) , the term bias refers to the deviation of average judgment from a "rational" norm (e.g., Kahneman & Klein, 2009) . In this view, total error = bias + noise. This contrasts with the statistical literature that investigates the role of bias when a decision maker operates in an uncertain world where an inference needs to be drawn from limited data or is faced with problems of high complexity, such as it is often the case in managerial decision making. Predictions made in such an environment are also subject to the bias-variance dilemma:
Equation (1) summarizes a decision strategy's sources of error when making predictions. The true underlying function is not known but has to be estimated from a sample. Yet, many samples can be drawn from a population. Bias refers to the deviation of the mean across samples from the true underlying mean; variance reflects the degree of systematic variation of the individual sample means; noise refers to unsystematic variation of the data. A central element of a heuristic is that it is simple, meaning that it estimates few or no parameters and ignores the remaining information. That is, it tries to minimize variance owing to estimation error. Thus, its error in prediction comes mainly from bias and less so from variance.
To illustrate, consider the problem of a firm that has to estimate the underlying function f(x) of the willingness to pay (WTP) of its customers and how frequently a given WTP occurs. To do so, the firm obtains a random sample of the WTP of its customers. Estimating the underlying function, the firm faces a choice between using a simple algorithm such as a degree 2 polynomial or a more complex algorithm such as a degree 6 polynomial. Figure 1 illustrates how much these polynomials deviate from the underlying function when moving from a noisy environment with few observations (Figure 1(A) ) to a noisy environment with many observations (Figure 1(B) ), to a noise-free environment (Figure 1(C) ). Generally, if a decision is based on relatively little information in a noisy environment, the best-performing strategy is relatively simple. Using a more complex strategy (i.e., with more parameters to estimate), in contrast, results in overfitting, which impedes the strategy's performance. The error is exacerbated if the strategy not only fits current information but is also used to predict future outcomes. The larger the sample size and the smaller the noise, the better the complex decision strategies perform. The principle mechanism behind this result is illustrated in Figure 1 (D), which shows that more complex functions are more susceptible to error from variance, which can outweigh error from bias. Note that a well-performing decision mechanism must balance errors from bias and variance, which highlights the importance of an intermediate degree of structuration, as found by Eisenhardt and colleagues (e.g., Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997) . Figure 1 . Illustration of the bias-variance dilemma. In (A)-(C), the dots reflect the willingness to pay of customers, which are a random sample of the underlying function f(x) represented as a solid line, the dashed line is a degree 2 polynomial, and the punctured line is a degree 6 polynomial. The environment in (A) is noisy and provides a small sample (n = 10). The environment in (B) is as noisy as in (A); however, the sample is much larger (n = 100). The environment in (C) does not contain any noise and provides a small sample (n = 10). (D) shows the total prediction error plus the bias and variance components depending on the polynomial
The problem with prediction in a noisy and dynamic environment is highlighted in a study by DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009), who investigated the performance of a number of portfolio selection strategies. These were compared with a simple heuristic, 1/N, where all stocks in the portfolio receive an equal share of investment. DeMiguel et al. (2009) concluded that none of the sophisticated models that were given 10 years of stock data from which to estimate parameters were able to consistently outperform 1/N. Note that 1/N has bias but no variance, as it does not require any parameters to be estimated. The bias-variance dilemma is a general statistical explanation of why simple heuristics can be better than complex "rational" strategies, and when less is more. In general, simple heuristics tend to be superior to complex algorithms under these conditions: greater predictive uncertainty, relatively small sample size, and less stable environment. As the investment study shows, noise in conjunction with a dynamic environment can result in simple strategies performing well despite apparently abundant data. In an organizational context, Duncan (1972) identified two dimensions that determine environmental uncertainty: the simple--complex dimension accounts for the number of factors that potentially affect a decision; the static-dynamic dimension sheds light on in how far these factors remain constant over time or are in a continuous process of change. Interviews with decision makers across a number of organizations show that a dynamic environment is a more important contributor to generating uncertainty than is complexity.
Compensatory and noncompensatory environments
Besides the trade-off between bias and variance, the very structure of the information also shapes the performance of a decision strategy. Returning to the example of the firm that has to estimate the WTP of its customers, this might depend on such cues as income, age, or education. The standard approach is to use linear regression to estimate the weights of the cues from the data to evaluate how they influence the WTP. If the company considers two versions of the product, regression analysis can be used to compute the expected WTP for each. In this case, all the available information (cues) and the respective weights are used, and no further attention is paid to the structure of the information. However, is all of this information really necessary to make good predictions, or could the firm do better by ignoring some cues?
To answer these questions, one needs to consider the information structure and to what degree it is compensatory or noncompensatory. In a noncompensatory environment, the single most important cue cannot be outweighed by any linear combination of less important cues (Martignon & Hoffrage, 2002) . For instance, income might be more important than the other two cues combined in predicting WTP. In a compensatory environment, a cue can be outweighed, or compensated for, by an individual cue or combination of other cues. In a series of articles, Hogarth and Karelaia (2005 , 2006 characterized the statistical properties of the environment and under what conditions a particular type of decision strategy performs best in prediction. They showed that even in an environment that is characterized by risk (as opposed to uncertainty) and where only noise is added, there is no all-purpose tool such as linear regression that performs best across environments. Instead, the general conclusion is that if the characteristics of a decision strategy match those of the environment, this strategy predicts best. This point is also emphasized by Simsek (2013) who analyzes 51 data sets from natural environments that cover a range of different disciplines.
An important implication of these results is that one must evaluate the ecological rationality of a strategy. This entails identifying the characteristics of an environment and precisely capturing the process of a strategy. Jointly, this allows testing its performance.
Managerial Heuristics
Tracing the chronological development, research on decision strategies in management has long focused on routines which are closely related to the notion of heuristics (Nelson & Winter, 1982) . Routines rest on an evolutionary process that gives rise to context-dependent, adaptive strategies emerging as a response to searching for the best action where ex ante no optimal solution can be inferred. The process of learning which decision strategy to employ in a given environment is referred to as adaptation. Central to routines is the commitment to viewing the individual agent through the lens of cognitive psychology. Routines are part of the microfoundations of the dynamic capabilities of a firm, that is, the "ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments" (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997, p. 516 ). Yet recent research stresses that firms are not just driven by the accidental discovery of routines (Levinthal, 1997; Mintzberg, 1978; Nelson & Winter, 1982) . Gavetti, Levinthal, and Rivkin (2005) showed how the dynamic capabilities of a firm are jointly influenced by semiautomatic processes and calculative decision making. Similarly, Hodgkinson and Healey (2011) pointed out that explicit and implicit cognitive processes as well as emotions are essential components in the development of dynamic capabilities. A crucial difference between routines and heuristics is the amount of information used and the degree of complexity. Winter stresses that routines are "complex, highly automatic behaviors that […] typically involve high levels of information processing" (in (Cohen et al., 1996) , p. 663). In contrast, fast and frugal heuristics are simple decision strategies that function well with relatively little information.
This stresses the importance of management practitioners being aware of the different basic decision strategies that have been identified as successful tools in an uncertain environment. In this respect, knowledge of individual level heuristics can also improve decision making at the organizational level: No matter if the agent who makes a decision changes, the underlying functional mechanism and its interaction with the environment should remain the same. Notice that this assumption does not imply that heuristics at an individual level are necessarily always equal to those at an organizational level. Rather, some heuristics can apply at both levels if the central environmental features that determine the ecological rationality are shared. Heuristics at the individual level are, however, often implicit and need to be sufficiently formalized before they can be employed at an organizational level (Manimala, 1992) . The transfer between these two levels is therefore not always a trivial task and requires identifying the functional principles and boundary conditions.
The use of heuristics in management has been documented for a broad range of decisions. However, the specification of different heuristics varies greatly, with the most basic form reported being mere verbal statements of rules of thumb. A large collection of such verbal heuristics was documented by Manimala (1992) in a study on pioneering innovative ventures. These include, among others, "start small, grow big organically," "minimize initial investments," "repeat successes to take full advantage of them," and "sharing is the way to loyalty and prosperity. Give everyone his due. " Coleman, Maheswaran, and Pinder (2010) , who have worked on narratives for decisions in corporate finance, listed a number of similar verbal heuristics, such as "focus on keeping it simple and understand what are the fundamental things you have got to get right." Verbal approaches such as these can provide valuable insights into how heuristics are part of everyday managerial decision making. However, these approaches share the problem of producing a large unstructured body of very specific heuristics without stating when and why they perform well. Different attempts to systematize this knowledge have been made. Bingham and Eisenhardt (2011) distinguished between heuristics for exploiting business opportunities and heuristics that allow linking different business opportunities. Reijers and Liman Mansar (2005) classified heuristics according to the specific nature of classic business processes. Guercini (2012) proposed sorting heuristics according to the degree of transferability between different contexts or how widespread the use of a particular heuristic is within a reference group.
Meanwhile, in psychology, considerable effort has been invested in specifying generalizable and testable descriptions of heuristic decision processes. Research on the application of heuristics in management can benefit from drawing on these established insights. Psychologists have systematized heuristics by studying, among others, common building blocks. Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) defined three such building blocks: search rules that state where to look for information, stopping rules that state when to stop searching, and decision rules that state how to decide given the attained information. In the literature, we were able to identify a number of well-specified managerial applications of heuristics that can be traced back to five basic classes of heuristics where the respective building blocks have been specified.
Satisficing
In Simon's (1955) seminal article on bounded rationality, he highlighted satisficing as an important strategy for decision making. Maximization refers to finding the optimal solution, which is by definition not feasible in an uncertain world; satisficing, in contrast, refers to the realistic goal of finding a "good enough" solution. The term satisficing is also used for a specific strategy whereby decisions are made by setting an aspiration level, which can be fixed or adjusted (Selten, 1998) . The fixed aspiration level strategy can be formulated as follows:
Search rule: Set an aspiration level and search through objects. Stopping rule: Stop search when the first object meets the set aspiration level. Decision rule: Choose this object.
Operating with a fixed aspiration level reduces error due to variance in the sample. Adjusting the aspiration level would reduce error due to bias.
When managing a customer base and determining future purchase volume or the future best customer, managers across Europe, North America, Japan, Brazil, and India rely on a simple satisficing strategy: If a customer has not purchased within a certain fixed time interval, they classify the customer as inactive. Wübben and von Wangenheim (2008) compared the so-called optimization models with this simple heuristic and found that the heuristic consistently performed at least as well as or better than the optimization models across a number of different industries. Note that by relying on only a fixed duration, the strategy ignores information such as frequency of purchases. The central problem that the more sophisticated models encounter is the estimation error generated from the noise in the data.
When deciding on where to locate a new business, Berg (2014) showed that successful entrepreneurs rely on a surprisingly small consideration set that is due to a low aspiration level. As a result the consideration set is much smaller than predicted by traditional models that weigh marginal search costs and marginal benefits. In the 49 cases investigated, the location choice was almost exclusively based on an aspiration level that ignores the total number of feasible options and does not update during the search process.
Strategies with adaptive aspiration levels have also been used. Lant (1992) investigated how organizational goals are set by a group of top managers in a simulated organization. The descriptive validity of an adaptive aspiration level strategy was compared with that of rational expectations. The study showed that aspiration levels provide the most robust account for organizational goal setting. In line with Lant (1992) , Levitt and March (1988) found that if behavior quickly adjusts in response to feedback, organizational performance drops, particularly if information has a large error component; this pattern is also implied by the bias-variance dilemma. Using field data from American financial service organizations, Mezias, Chen, Murphy, and Patrice (2002) replicated the earlier findings by Lant (1992) that were obtained in a controlled setting.
Investigating the pricing strategies of used car dealers, Artinger and Gigerenzer (2012) showed that prices are adjusted downward at regular time intervals until a car is sold, reflecting the adjustment of aspiration levels. Dealers who used a pricing strategy closer to the conventional prescription of rational choice theory and adjusted prices quickly in response to changes in the market performed worse in terms of profit earned than those dealers who used a fixed time interval before reducing the price. This finding was further supported in a simulation study carried out by Hu, Blettner, and Bettis (2011) , who showed how the selection of proper reference groups and dynamic adaptation of aspiration levels can lead to superior firm performance in terms of higher generated wealth.
Tallying and 1/N
In the 1970s, researchers compared the predictive power of linear regression models, replacing the estimated weights with random or equal weights and maintaining only the appropriate sign (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1975) . The strategy simply counts the number of cues favoring one alternative over another and can be formulated as follows:
Search rule: Search through cues in any order, add positive cues to the tally, and deduct negative cues from it. Stopping rule: Stop after n cues (where n can be any number up to the complete set of cues). Decision rule: Decide for the alternative with the higher tally. If after searching through all cues there is a draw, guess.
To the surprise of many, tallying can perform remarkably well. Analysis has shown that in the process of estimating the weights of a regression, the variation in the data inherent in any sampling process leads to substantial imprecision when forecasting. Tallying therefore introduces bias by ignoring the weights. Czerlinski, Gigerenzer, and Goldstein (1999) tested tallying against multiple linear regression by crossvalidation and found that the regression models had a greater fit to the data than equal weighting but a lower predictive accuracy. Equal weighting, also referred to as tallying, appeared in a similar form in the portfolio selection study of DeMiguel et al. (2009) labeled as 1/N, that is, investing an equal share across the stock options. The importance of the ecological rationality of a strategy was stressed by Hogarth and Karelaia (2007) , who formally showed that tallying performed best compared with a number of other strategies in a compensatory environment. Åstebro and Elhedhli (2006) investigated the performance of a heuristic strategy that combines tallying with fixed aspiration levels to forecast the commercial success of early-stage ventures. A total of 561 applications were submitted for funding containing 37 attributes (e.g., price and safety). Using 383 applications, they computed a fixed aspiration level: The number of positive attributes needs to exceed the aspiration level p, and the number of negative attributes must not exceed the aspiration level n. Separately adding positive and negative attributes without considering weights reflects the use of tallying. This was then employed to predict the success or failure of the remaining 178 submissions. Comparing the heuristic with a log-linear regression, they found that both correctly classified the same number of outcomes. Yet, the heuristic was more successful in identifying successful ventures, which were 10 times less frequent than failures and thus were much harder to identify. Albar and Jetter (2013) showed that ignoring weights can be an effective strategy when evaluating new product ideas. Using a simulation study with partially missing data, they tested the effectiveness of fast and frugal heuristics against a number of computationally more intensive models in identifying profitable ideas. They found that tallying performed as well as a regression model with a rate of about 80 percent correct classification of successful and unsuccessful ideas.
The use of equal weighting is analogous to distributing resources equally across different units. Within the managerial domain, such a strategy can be applied, for instance, to a collaborative production process if it is difficult to account for an individual's contribution (Messick, 1993; Messick, 1999) . Instead, the involved parties receive the same payoff, which often is conceived of as a fair allocation. As Lind and Kulik (1993) as well as Konovsky (2000) have shown, perceived fairness serves as a heuristic for judging whether the requests of collaborating businesses or the demands on an organizational unit are legitimate. Jones and Martens (2009) found that perceived distributional fairness is an important determinant of affective commitment and job satisfaction, thus contributing to the success of firms.
Lexicographic strategies
Elimination by aspects (Tversky, 1972) and take the best (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996) are lexicographic heuristics that implement sequential decision making. For brevity, we focus on take the best, which orders cues by decreasing validity. The validity of a cue is the number of correct decisions divided by all decisions made by this cue, and it can be estimated from a sample. A positive cue value points to the object with the higher criterion value, such as the product associated with the higher WTP. Take the best proceeds as follows:
Search rule: Order cues by their validity. Stopping rule: Stop on finding the first cue that discriminates between the alternatives. Decision rule: Choose the alternative with the higher cue value. Katsikopoulos, Schooler, and Hertwig (2010) compared the predictive accuracy of take the best with tallying, given very small samples to estimate cue validities. Tallying performed best for the minimal sample size of two; when the sample size was increased to three or more, take the best performed better. This is spurred by the heuristic ignoring the interdependencies between cues and their joint effect on the dependent variable. For instance, income and age might be interdependent in predicting WTP. Lexicographic strategies introduce bias in the decision strategy by ignoring the interdependencies between cues as well as any cues that have a lower cue validity than the discriminating cue. Constructing a computationally more intensive version of take the best that tries to estimate these interdependencies can reduce its performance by capturing more of the variance inherent in the sample (Brighton, 2006) . In line with the idea of matching strategy to the environment, Hogarth and Karelaia (2007) found that take the best was the best-performing strategy in noncompensatory environments. More generally, lexicographic strategies have also been found to guide managerial pricing strategies for certain consumer products (Rusetski, 2014) and also decision making on the consumer side particularly for complex products (Ford, Schmitt, Schechtman, Hults, & Doherty, 1989; Kohli & Jedidi, 2007; Yee, Dahan, Hauser, & Orlin, 2007) .
Surprisingly few cues are used when a venture is evaluated. Achleitner, Lutz, Mayer, and Spiess-Knafl (2012) showed that the decision to invest in social ventures depends on two cues, voluntary accountability efforts and reputation. A positive evaluation of one of these two cues was already sufficient to obtain funding. Guercini (2012) reported that entrepreneurs in the Italian fashion industry rely on only one cue-the price of natural fibers-to predict the following year's most demanded fabrics and were remarkably consistent in their forecasts. Take the best also featured in the study on screening new product ideas by Albar and Jetter (2013) . With a rate of 55 percent accuracy in correctly classifying successful and unsuccessful ideas, the performance was clearly below that of other competing strategies such as tallying and regression. However, in 92 percent of all cases, take the best relied on only one cue. It therefore could be beneficial in a context where data are scarce and more complex models are therefore likely to perform worse.
Recognition
Early on, the capacity for recognition featured centrally in studies of expert decision makers, such as chess players (Chase & Simon, 1973) . Recognition-based decicions describe situations where "the mere recognition of an object is a predictor of the target variable" (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996, p. 653) . Klein, Calderwood, and Clinton-Cirocco (1986) in a now classic study investigated how fireground commanders, who operate under uncertainty and time pressure that prohibit the generation and comparison of options, make good decisions. The commanders used recognition-based decision making informed by a large repertoire of experiences. This strategy has been found in many other real-world decision-making contexts, such as system design and the management of offshore oil installations (for a review, see Klein, 1998) . Goldstein and Gigerenzer (2002) competitively tested the recognition heuristic, pitting it against computationally more extensive strategies by formalizing it as follows: Search rule: Search for an object that you recognize. Stopping rule: Stop as soon as one object is recognized. Decision rule: Infer that the recognized object has the higher value with respect to the criterion.
Their study and many subsequent ones across a wide range of tasks showed that the recognition heuristic can be a very effective decision strategy, illustrating that under some circumstances ignorance can be bliss (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 2011) . The recognition heuristic incurs bias by searching for only a specific pattern or cue stored in memory and does not aim to assess values of other objects.
In the managerial domain, recognition is an important feature of venture creation (Bhave, 1994) . Specifically, Baron and Ensley (2006) suggested that new ideas for products or services emerge from recognizing patterns that present novel opportunities. Testing this idea with novice and serial entrepreneurs, they found that for both groups, recognition plays a central role in the identification of business opportunities. Its successful application is considerably strengthened by prior entrepreneurial experience. Identifying a new business opportunity frequently does not rely on public information but rather on sources that are accessible to only a few, such as personal contacts, specialized publications, or specific experiences (Hills & Shrader, 1998) . A decision process that relies on recognition might appear to be limited to individual decision making, but this does not have to be the case. Lumpkin and Lichtenstein (2005) argued that such a process can also be formalized and become part of organization decision making. Entrepreneurship is an important form of strategic renewal that is significantly aided by organizational learning (Lei, Slocum, & Pitts, 1999) . Setting up structures such that there is a tangible process of active and passive search, alertness, and prior experience in key positions guides opportunity identification and strategic renewal of a firm.
Similarity
Firms often have to make decisions in novel environments. An important source of knowledge for managerial decisions in such contexts comes from similar instantiations (Osgood, 1949; Thorndike, 1931 ; for a review, see Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993) . Such knowledge can stem from managers' own experiences or is gained, for instance, from case studies, probably the most popular form of business education. Using similarity implies identifying a source that shares central characteristics with a target. Read and Grushka-Cockayne (2011) formalized this in the similarity heuristic for the case when the decision maker has to identify a target object that is more similar than objects from a reference class:
Search rule: Search for an object that is more similar to the target than objects drawn from a reference class. Stopping rule: Stop as soon as a more similar object is found. Decision rule: Infer that the identified object has a higher criterion value than those from a reference class.
Similarity judgments incur bias because they rely on a match with a target instead of trying to estimate the exact value of each object. An important open issue discussed in the literature is how to identify the object characteristics to be compared, which is the very input needed for similarity judgments (e.g., Murphy & Medin, 1985; Tversky, 1977) .
In managerial decision making, research to date has explored how similarity informs analogical reasoning in strategic decision making. Firms are embedded in complex interdependent systems that require nuanced choices (Porter, 1996; Rivkin & March, 2000; Siggelkow, 2002) . Precisely in this context, rational choice is least likely to yield clear-cut and effective decisions owing to numerous interdependent strategies creating a vast computational load, just as in the case of chess (Simon, 1955) . Gavetti et al. (2005) investigated the power of analogical reasoning, which is commonplace in strategic decision making. Its successful use has been documented for companies such as Merrill Lynch (Perkins, 1999) and Toys "R" Us (Stemberg, 1996) , but it can be problematic if decisions are based on superficial similarity of source and target characteristics, as was the case in the demise of Enron (Salter, 2003) . Akin to pattern recognition in chess, analogical reasoning involves (i) recognizing characteristics in a source that are shared with the target and (ii) evaluating the similarity of these characteristics. Using an agent-based simulation, Gavetti et al. (2005) implemented a lexicographic strategy in which agents initially ranked the characteristics according to importance. Agents then proceeded to compare source and target by starting with the most important cue and, only if this cue was sufficiently similar, repeated the procedure for subsequent characteristics. Interestingly, Gavetti et al. (2005) showed that marginal returns are larger from breadth than from depth of experience.
The problem of superficial similarities was stressed by Lovallo, Clarke, and Camerer (2012) who suggested the use of multiple sources for a reference class instead of only one. If multiple sources are available, a challenge is how to select among them and how to weight them. Lovallo et al. (2012) suggested a distribution-based approach that seeks to enlarge the sample and combine this with similarity weighting that the expert decision maker assigns. The importance of sample size is an essential feature of the bias-variance dilemma; the greater the sample size drawn from the reference class, the less susceptible a strategy is to the variance in the information. In line with this, Gary, Wood, and Pillinger (2012) showed that superficial similarities can be markedly reduced if the available sources show a sufficient degree of variation in relevant characteristics and thus provide an opportunity for more complex structural relationships to be discovered.
Discussion
This review synthesizes current work on adaptive heuristics in the managerial context. It shows that the study of individual decision making can be a valuable starting point for revealing a basic set of heuristics that can be used as adaptive strategies in the managerial context. A central feature of studies on adaptive managerial strategies is that they are based largely on real-world decisions made in uncertain environments. This research illustrates the power of simple decision mechanisms and contributes to a more practitioner-oriented perspective that has been repeatedly called for by, among others, the recent strategy-as-practice movement (Vaara & Whittington, 2012) . Moreover, this approach offers ample opportunities for further basic and applied research such as on the set of basic heuristic principles, the interaction between heuristics and the managerial environment, the creation of formal tools for organizational application of heuristics, and an integration of insights from different research programs.
Basic heuristic principles
Research in the field of judgment and decision making has put much effort into studying general characteristics of basic classes of heuristics. Within the managerial domain, in contrast, research has had a more practitioner-oriented focus of identifying a large number of verbal rules of thumb that are actually used by managers. This review has shown that decision strategies in management often rely on a basic set of heuristic principles, such as satisficing, tallying, and recognition. These could serve to systematically classify the large number of verbal heuristics. For example, the verbal rule "start the first venture on a small scale" (Manimala, 1992) can be classified as satisficing; "don't put all your eggs in one basket" (Manimala, 1992) as a case of 1/N; "only enter English-speaking markets" (Bingham & Eisenhardt, 2011) as similarity; "choose tried and tested products" (Manimala, 1992) as a case of recognition; and "sequence new product introductions by country" (Bingham & Eisenhardt, 2011) as a lexicographic strategy. Bingham et al. (2007) stressed that the formalization of heuristic processes is an important determinant of long-term firm success. A precise formulation not only allows specifying why and when a heuristic performs well but also facilitates the sharing of such a decision rule across different business units and generations of managers. Maitland and Sammartino (2014) examined the decision process of an inexperienced multinational when evaluating whether to acquire a company in a politically hazardous African country. In this complex and uncertain environment, they showed that precisely specifying heuristics in terms of search, stopping, and decision rules is of great advantage to evaluate the performance of the different available decision strategies.
The study of verbal rules might also challenge the conventional perception that different heuristics constitute exclusive categories. Similar to Åstebro and Elhedhli (2006) but also Gavetti et al. (2005) these studies show that some decision strategies combine different basic heuristics, such as tallying and satisficing, and how a lexicographic strategy can inform similarity judgments. A possible way to discover such combinations could be the study of expert decision making and verbal heuristics, which can both give deeper insights into a range of commonly applied decision strategies. This may also broaden our understanding of the underlying basic heuristic principles and their interrelation.
Considering the basic set of heuristics so far investigated, research was originally focused mostly on cognition and less on emotions (e.g., Gigerenzer et al., 1999; Klein, 1998; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974 ; but see also Muramatsu & Hanoch, 2005; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2007) . In a programmatic assessment, Hodgkinson and Healey (2011) outlined the building blocks of emotionally informed heuristics that can be part of the microfoundations of dynamic capabilities. Affective signals can be utilized as informational components of a decision strategy to direct attention to problematic outcomes. Case studies of the London Stock Exchange, Polaroid, and other firms have shown that in an uncertain environment, corporate culture strongly affects whether managers share their unease that originates from affective signals (e.g., Drummond, 2001; Hodgkinson & Wright, 2002; Oliver & Roos, 2005; Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000) . At the same time, this raises the question of whether emotional components would be necessarily limited to individual decision making.
The broadening and deepening of an understanding of a set of basic heuristics also calls for determining the conditions under which a heuristic can travel from the individual to an aggregate organizational level of decision making. We have outlined a strong connection between the two levels of analysis, especially as uncertainty is a defining element of the decision environment at both levels. However, as pointed out by Powell et al. (2011) , the dynamics of decision making at the organizational level can also be quite different from the dynamics at the individual level. Specifying the boundary conditions under which a heuristic is confined to one of the two levels is therefore an important issue.
Interactions between heuristics and managerial environments
A major lesson from this review is that heuristics are not general-purpose tools but rely on a match with the environment. Not only the evolutionary approach by Nelson and Winter (1982) but also research streams such as systems thinking highlight that organizations are embedded in a dynamic context where decision strategies and environments mutually influence each other (see Mingers & White, 2010 , for a review). A particular heuristic might be successfully employed for a given time. The application of this heuristic itself, however, could influence the environment up to a point where the heuristic becomes maladapted. One example of such dynamic interactions are leader-follower relationships. A leader might be able to successfully adapt to an organizational environment with a given population of followers. Over time, an adaptation process on the side of the followers can however change the effectiveness of the leader's heuristics and therefore at some point require a change of strategy. A similar situation could arise as a market evolves and fundamental characteristics of an environment change. The question of how individuals initially select a heuristic and under what conditions they switch is therefore essential. Recent research has suggested that a selection process is not only governed by reinforcement learning (Rieskamp & Otto, 2006) but that directed search driven by cognitive representations or natural limits of available options can also play an important role (Gavetti, 2005; Marewski & Schooler, 2011) . However, research on the use of management tools in general has shown that once a particular tool is adopted, it is often persistently used within an organization independent of changes in the environment (Jarzabkowski & Kaplan, 2014) . Not only the question of how heuristic strategies are initially selected but particularly how they are switched after they have become maladapted largely remains a central but not yet sufficiently answered question.
Whether a firm's competitive advantage erodes also depends on how easily its dynamic capabilities, which also rest on the heuristics employed, can be imitated. In particular, simplicity can invite imitation and therefore might not provide a sustained competitive advantage (Rivkin & March, 2000) . Owing to path dependence of the development of the firm, competences come in strongly complementary packages that hinder imitation (Levinthal, 1994; Teece et al., 1997) . The discussion on opportunity recognition has also shown that specialized information and expertise can often give a decisive first-mover advantage; this can also be fostered by the speed of the decision-making process, which is aided by its very simplicity (Baum & Wally, 2003) . A defining element of the context in which heuristics work well is an uncertain environment. This, in turn, reduces the likelihood that firms imitate, as their expectations about future returns can vary, for instance, owing to differing skills and capabilities (Barney, 1986) . Such path dependency and how this interacts with basic heuristics has received scant attention in the literature.
Tools for organizational application of heuristics
The very use of well-adapted heuristics in an uncertain environment can be further aided by the use of formal managerial tools. Decision trees have been used as aids in management for some time (see, for instance, Vroom & Yetton, 1973) . With n binary cues, the number of leaves is 2 n , which implies that as the number of cues grows, a tree covering all possible options quickly becomes computationally intractable or error prone, as one has too little data with which to estimate the many possible leaves. With an exit at every level, a fast and frugal tree has only n + 1 leaves, which makes it tractable and more robust (Luan, Schooler, & Gigerenzer, 2011; Martignon, Katsikopoulos, & Woike, 2008) . To show an example of such a tree, we make reference to the judicial domain (Figure 2 ). Dhami (2003) observed several hundred court cases in London. She found that a fast and frugal tree as depicted in Figure 2 could predict 92 percent of magistrates' decisions in one court and 85 percent in another. Despite the promising performance of fast and frugal trees, their descriptive validity has not been investigated in a managerial context; it also remains to be tested if decision trees used in actual managerial decision making perform better than simple fast and frugal trees.
The power of heuristics can likely be further strengthened by combining them where appropriate with computationally more intensive decision aids. For example, Blattberg and Hoch (1990) integrated intuitive managerial decisions and decision support systems, such as statistical models, for the case of predicting sales. They argued that in a dynamic environment, models are too consistent and, for instance, cannot pick up cues that might have high predictive validity but occur only rarely. Such cues can be readily identified by experts. The results show that combining expert intuition with a statistical model improves predictive accuracy considerably. Figure 2 . How magistrates at a London court determined whether to bail or to react punitively by imposing conditions such as curfew (Dhami, 2003) 
Integration of insights
In the introduction, we touched briefly on the heuristics and biases research program. Its positive contribution was to demonstrate that decision processes do not follow the rational choice approach; rather, people (including managers) often rely on simple decision strategies or heuristics (e.g., Bazerman & Moore, 2008) . However, its proponents did interpret this result above all as a weakness rather than a strength of human judgment. One case in point is the work by Mezias and Starbuck (2003) who found that managers have an inaccurate perception of some key performance indices of their companies and the market (see also Ben-David, Graham, & Campbell, 2013) . Having a firm grasp on information seems to be an important element when aligning the strategies of a company with an uncertain environment (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967) . However, Mezias and Starbuck (2003) also noted in their discussion that performance might not necessarily depend on accurate knowledge of the current situation. Rather, firms need to pursue a general, long-term goal with the opportunity to learn from feedback. Such reinforcement learning might work well specifically in inherently dynamic and noisy environments where past information has only limited predictive value for future outcomes. The DeMiguel et al. (2009) study of the stock market is an impressive illustration of how even large amounts of precise information of the past might sometimes be insufficient to make good decisions. More generally, the heuristics and biases research program provides ample observations of situations where people ignore information. Instead of interpreting this as necessarily a second-best strategy, one also could ask whether the observed behavior might in fact result from a well-adapted heuristic.
Conclusion
Managers often have to make decisions in an uncertain environment with limited information and time constraints owing to competitive pressure. We have reviewed the research on adaptive decision strategies in the managerial context. A number of these strategies link to a basic set of heuristics that have been widely discussed and analyzed, particularly in the psychological literature. Specifically, in a noisy environment with limited information at hand, a complex decision algorithm incurs error in prediction owing to being overly sensitive to variance in the data. A simple heuristic instead incurs error in prediction owing to its bias but is much less sensitive to fluctuations in the environment, which can make it a robust and high-performing strategy. It is important to recognize that heuristics are not all-purpose tools but strategies that can perform well in particular environments. This is why a manager or an organization has an adaptive toolbox of heuristics, not just a single one. A broad recognition of the importance of the ecological rationality of a decision strategy has the potential to significantly further research on managerial decision making beyond the traditional rational choice models that still dominate current decision theory.
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